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Intro

The F-4U Corsair is a single engine, single seated, low winged, piston powered fighter bomber
built by Chance Vought in the years between 1942 and 1953. It was primarily used in World War II
and the Korean War but has later on also seen action in other wars as the French colonial wars in
Indochina and Algeria.
Due to a huge request of F-4U Corsair aircrafts Vought found that they did not have sufficient
manufacturing capability and thereby outsourced a part of the production to Goodyear and an
additional part to Brewster.
The Corsair aircraft was originally designed as a carrier based aircraft but the early versions were
found unsuitable for naval use due to difficult carrier landing performance. However these
difficulties were overcome and the Corsair became one of the most famous and capable carrier
based fighter bomber aircrafts of that era.

General Information& Aircraft Specs













Manufactured by: Chance Vought
First flight:29th of May 1940
Introduction:28th of December 1942
Role:Carrier capable fighter bomber aircraft
National of origin:United States
Status: Retired in 1979 (in Honduras)
Production years: 1942 – 1953
Numbers built:12,571
Manufactured on license by:
o Goodyear company – designated FG
o Brewster company – designated F3A
Primary users:
o United States Navy
o United States Marine Corps
o Royal Navy
o Royal New Zealand Air Force

F4U-1A
Crew
Length
Wingspan
Height

1
33 ft 4 in (10.1 m)
41 ft 0 in (12.5 m)
16 ft 1 in (4.90 m)

Wing área
Empty weight
Loaded weight
Power plant
Maximum speed
Range
Service ceiling
Rate of climb
Guns

314 ft2 (29.17 m2)
8,982 lb (4,073 kg)
11,432 lb (5,185 kg)
P&W R-2800-8 (2,000 hp)
417 mph (362 kn / 671 km/t)
1,015 mi (882nmi / 1,633 km)
36,900 ft ( 11,247 m)
2,890 ft/min (15.2 m/s)
6x 0.50 in (12.7 mm) AN/M2

Rockets
Bombs

4x 5 in (12.7 mm) HVAR
2,000 pounds (910 kg)

F4U-4
1
33 ft 8 in (10.2 m)
41 ft 0 in (12.5 m)
WS: 17 ft 0.5 in (5.20 m)
Std: 14 ft 9 in ( 4.50 m)
314 ft2 (29.17 m2)
9,205 lb (4,174 kg)
12,405 lb (5,626 kg)
P&W R-2800-18W (2,325 hp)
453 mph (395 kn / 731 km/t)
897 mi (602nmi / 1,115 km)
41,500 ft ( 12,649 m)
3,870 ft/min (19.7 m/s)
6x 0.50 in (12.7 mm) AN/M2 or
4x 0.79 in (20.0 mm) M2
8x 5 in (12.7 mm) HVAR
4,000 pounds (1,800 kg)

Purchase, Download and Installation

I purchased this add-on aircraft directly at www.FSPilotShop and the purchase and download
went without any issues. The Corsair F-4U file is a small file of about 87Mb and the internet
connection to the download server is good, so the download was quickly done and I was ready to
do the installation of the aircraft.
Installing the Corsair F-4U is simple just activating the included installation wizard and the
installation process runs automatically. For this add-on there is no registration key or similar so
when the installation wizard had finished I could open up FSX and start flying immediately.
However before opening up FSX I verified that the installation process had succeeded by going to
the aircraft folder in my FSX directory – Here I found the Corsair perfectly placed with both an A,
C and D-model files together with a shared file that contained various files that could be used
across the models, so I now opened up FSX and went into my virtual hangar. Here I found the F4U
under the Chance Vought and I could count a total of 3 models which there should be, but only one
repaint for each model – I had hoped for several repaints but there were only these three in total.
I just want to mention that this aircraft is not a brand new aircraft but actually created back in
2009 and therefore my expectations were of course lower than normal. I could see that the last
modification was made 21st of April 2009 and a lot have happened with flightsim aircrafts,
technology etc. since then – still my first impression was a very nice and good quality add-on
aircraft.

Exterior

I started with a walk around the aircraft to get a better view of the exterior model. This is actually
one of my favorite war birds of all times, so I really took a very close look at all the details. What I
found was that this model is created with an eye for the details, meaning that even very small
details are included as e.g. the arrestor hook that is almost 100% hidden in the D-model, but also
the surface of the wings and fuselage is very well made. The characteristic antenna wires running
from the front to the back are also created and add greatly to the overall impression of the exterior
model. Additionally I could also see that when looking at the front of the aircraft the engine was
also created beautifully and visible just behind the propeller.
The textures used are certainly of a good quality and they make the aircraft “shine” of perfection
and a desire to take it for a flight. Furthermore the model also features various animations such as
gear up/down including the twist of the wheel before being fully raised and locked, wheels
rotating, tail wheel turning and rotating and also the animation of the tail wheel being raised and
locked.Other animations are e.g. gear suspension, aileron, rudder and elevator movement, canopy
open close, animated pilot, propeller, flaps, cowl flaps, wings fold etc. - the animations are all very
nicely created with a realistic and fluently motion.
The F4U also features a really nice light effect with both wingtips light, formation light, belly lights
and more. The lights are placed very accurately and in accordance with the images that I could find
on the internet. Furthermore the lights are clear and has a very bright and realistic shine and I
discovered that the lights are actually A2A/Shockwave’s 3D light supported which most certainly
defines a high level of quality.
The wing tanks are not just fixated wing tanks but actually droppable wing tanks and when
dropped the result will be a decrease of fuel and weight of the aircraft. Precisely how much fuel and
weight are decreased I could not get a full picture of and it should have an impact on the
performance of the aircraft which I honestly could not feel. However it was indeed a nice detail for
sure.
Additionally the F4U could also carry rockets and bombs and this is of course also a part of this
model. Underwing rockets can e.g. be added or removed by the simmers after his or hers choice.

Interior

Going from the outside to the inside of the Corsair I now found myself located in a very impressive
virtual cockpit. The virtual cockpit is designed to look old both in colors but also in textures and
this I think Aircraft Factory has created nicely. Please note that there is no 2D cockpit.
The instrument panel is filled with old analogue steam gauges that also are created with a good
level of quality. The gauges are 3D gauges and are created very realistic. There are a huge number of
various switches, buttons and handles which again are all very well created. They are 99%
animated meaning that clicking a toggle switch will also activate a movement of the toggle switch
but unfortunately I found several switches that was only animated but did not have any assigned
function to them.
An excellent thing that I found was actually a working gun sight which could be activated using
the toggle switch just to the left of the gun sight dimmer control encoder. This was a very nice
detail for sure.
The textures used in the virtual cockpit are of a good quality, the finish around edges etc. are also
created with an eye for the details and the depth performance is perfect. Being inside the virtual
cockpit really gave me a very realistic experience and I think that the atmosphere created is very
close to reality – I of course still had to test the sound set which would either add or decrease the
atmosphere’s realism but so far the experience I got was very good.
In the virtual cockpit there are also several animations such as the 3D gauges, various toggle
switches, buttons, rotating encoders, flight controls and canopy etc. These interior animations are
also created with the same level of quality which I had seen with the exterior animations.
I found that the cockpit for the A-model was a little different from the C and D-model and this was
perfect. The switches for controlling the rockets etc. which is located to the right of the gun sight
were only added in the C and D-model as they should. This was an excellent detail and that proved
to me that Aircraft Factory has really tried to create the virtual cockpits as realistically as possible.

Sounds

After I had taken a look at both the exterior and the interior of the aircraft I decided to start up the
engine and hear the very characteristic F4U sound. Prior to this I had searched YouTube for various
videos of the F4U just to get a clear picture of how the sound set should be.
Starting up the engine and hear the rpms increase was a superb feeling. The sound of the engine is
like 1000 wild horses at full speed running in one big formation direct towards you. Hooking this
up to my 7.1 surround sound set really made the floor shake and I could only imagine what the
experience would have been if I also had a bass shaker.
The engine sound is a very deep sound that gives the impression of power and this is perfectly
aligned with reality. I would say that the sound set is probably not 100% perfect but it has a superb
resemblance with the YouTube videos that I had seen.
I also noticed that the sound set was not only covering the engine but also some of the various
animations such as the canopy, the gear up/down, the flaps, buttons, switches, the wind outside
and also the rumble when stalling the aircraft – overall I think that the sound set really added
greatly to the overall experience and realism of the aircraft not to mention the atmosphere in the
virtual cockpit environment.
I tested the sound set in both ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo including a subwoofer and also in 7.1
surround sound – all settings worked perfectly.

Flight Dynamics

In regards to flight dynamics, well this is a quite difficult subject for me to verify since I have never
had the chance of flying an actual F4U (hopefully that will happen in the future) – however I have
found some performance documents on the internet which specifies e.g. the stall speed at different
configurations. Of course there will be a little variance due to temperature, altitude, fuel load and
the configuration of the aircraft itself – this meaning e.g. an configuration as standard fighter or
bomber or overloaded bomber etc.
I found a document from 1945 with the number 6756 that described the F4U-1C specifics regarding
the stall – Here it’s stated that flying at MSL level the V-Stall speed at gross weight would be
between 88.6 and 93.6 depending on which aircraft configuration and again V-Stall from 83.4 to
85.2 is if the fuel tanks were empty.
What I found was that when I used the F4U-1C model and did this test, the aircraft stalled at
about 87 mph with the configuration as fighter with one external fuel tank that had used about one
hour worth of fuel but in a safe altitude of 2500’ instead of MSL. I would say that was quite
accurate since it should be between 85.2 and 93.6 with the correction of the altitude and fuel
consumption.

I tried this test for the two other versions also and the result was the same – therefore I would
concluded that the flight dynamics in regards of stall speeds was probably the same flight model
used for all three aircrafts.
I also tried the Max IAS at both low and medium altitude and the overspeed warning came at 430
mph each time – this indicated that the overspeed characteristics are not that accurate since the
above diagram states that the overspeed at an altitude of 19900’ should be 408 mph and at MSL
level only 356 mph. The medium altitude is close to be accurate but I think the low altitude has too
big a difference to be accepted as realistic.
Climb rate I found to be fairly realistic but it was quite difficult to measure – The specifics states
various climb rates at various altitudes etc. and this I could not test properly. However the amount
of power generated from the engine does give the impression of a high performance aircraft in the
regards of climb rate.
That combined with the fact that the service ceiling is of an incredible altitude would mean that
the aircraft should be able to climb very fast. I of course setup a flight to test the service ceiling and
the first 0-25.000’ went easily but going from 25.000’ to 30.000’ was a bit more tricky. I actually
never continued to the maximum service level but reached an altitude of about 31.000’, which is
very high, but I am certain that the aircraft could continue even more.
The flight model is in my opinion created very realistically because I discovered some additional
features during my test flights. When testing the stall limits there is always a risk of a spin and this
is certainly a feature which this aircraft does to perfection – In my real time aviation I have done a
lot of aerobatics including spins and the spins that I experienced flying this old warbird was
exceptionally realistic! Together with that, just before entering the stall you can see that aircraft
starting to shake and also hear the rumbling of the airstream over the wings. This is really very well
made!
Another thing that I also tested was if the gear and flaps would produce drag when applied and
also how much. The flaps on the F4U are huge so I would guess that they would produce a lot of
drag. The experience I got was just that – when applying both full flaps and gear down
simultaneously the IAS indicator dropped rapidly and if I didn’t quickly apply some throttle or
lowering the nose, I would certainly have stalled the aircraft. Again a good detail that really adds to
the realism of flying this aircraft.
In regards of aerobatics well….. This is a warbird so of course the aircraft is built to do aerobatics,
however if I were to participate in an aerobatic competition this aircraft would certainly not be my
first choice. The F4U feels heavy and not very fast on actually all the control surfaces so I could
imagine that the pilots were tired after a combat flight due to the amount of energy spend during
the flight. Also the aircraft tends to stall easily when applying a quick and full elevator movement –
meaning entering something like a high speed stall or similar.

Ground handling

One thing is for sure and that is that this aircraft was built to fly and not to take for a drive. The
aircraft is a fun experience to fly but on the ground it is difficult to handle. This is primarily due to
the long nose and tail wheel setup which means that the angle of which the pilot has as a view,
provides the pilot with very limited, if actually none, visibility in front of the aircraft. The main
issue with this is that when taxiing you cannot see where you go or if you are on the taxiway or
not.
This is a common issue with old aircraft that has the tail wheel and a way to overcome the issue is
by taxiing first a little left, then a little right, then a little left again and then a little right again and
so on – this is something that you need to get used to.
It doesn’t get any better when you are at the start of the runway and need to do the take-off – then
you do not have the possibility of going a little left and the right etc., here you have to go straight
from the start. Luckily the aircraft quickly gain enough speed so that the tail wheel lifts off the
runway, which gives the pilot a whole lot better view.
Another thing that troubled me was when throttling up for take-off – the engine is very powerful
but the torque generated from the rotation of the propeller is also very powerful. The first few
times I did the take-off I were unable to keep the aircraft on the runway, but practice makes perfect
and I quickly learned that I needed to apply a lot of rudder during the first few seconds of the takeoff. This I think is a super fine detail because I am convinced that this is very equal to real life.

Conclusion

My conclusion for this aircraft is that it met and actually gave me a better and improved experience
of this old classic warbird, than I had expected. The models are very details and indeed very well
made and covered with good quality textures. The aircrafts features lots of animations, a great light
effect and a stunning realism – as e.g. you can actually see the engine behind the propeller which
really adds to the overall realism of the models.
The virtual cockpit is very authentic and features a very realistic old look, lots of animations, a
great 3D effect (depth performance), good quality textures and a superb finish. The atmosphere
that is created within the virtual cockpit is very authentic and very realistic in my opinion.
Unfortunately there are several toggle switches and buttons that are only animated but does not
feature any function.
The sound set fits the aircraft and is close to true to real life. The sound is clean and clear and
works perfectly in ordinary stereo, 2.1 and also 7.1 surround sounds. Included are also several
additional sound effects to e.g. gear, flaps, drag, stall, canopy etc.
Flight dynamics are very realistic except for max IAS speed at sea level and I was very impressed by
the level of detail put into the flight dynamics – especially the stall effect etc.
Overall I can see that Aircraft Factory has put in a lot of effort to create such a realistic and
authentic old classic warbird and they have succeeded almost perfectly. I would certainly
recommend fellow simmers to try out this aircraft but be aware – this is not an aircraft for first
time aviators and it does require a certain level of flight experience to get the most of the aircraft.
Also the aircraft is easy on frame rates which is superb!
I rate this aircraft from Aircraft Factory with a 4.5/5-Stars rating and thanks Aircraft Factory for
contributing to the flightsim community with such an excellent creation of the F4U Corsair.

Rays Aviation

Variants in real life

XF4U-1
The first version of the corsair - an experimental aircraft.
F4U-1
The first production version that was also known as the Corsair Mk I featuring the distinctive
“bird cage” canopy and low seating position. This version had several upgrades and differs from the
XF4U-1 as follows:











Six .50 in (12.7 mm) Browning AN/M2 machine guns were fitted in the outer wing panels,
displacing fuel tanks.
An enlarged 237 gal (897 l) fuel tank was fitted ahead of the cockpit, in place of the fuselage
armament. The cockpit was moved back by 32 in (810 mm).
The fuselage was lengthened by 1 ft 5 in (0.43 m).
The more powerful R-2800-8 Double Wasp was fitted.
150 pounds (68 kg) of armor plate was fitted to the cockpit and a 1.5 in (38 mm) bulletresistant glass screen was fitted behind the curved windscreen.
IFF transponder equipment was fitted.
Curved transparent panels were incorporated into the fuselage behind the pilot's headrest.
The flaps were changed from deflector type to NACA slotted.
The span of the ailerons was increased while that of the flaps was decreased.
One 62 gal (234 l) auxiliary fuel cell (not a self-sealing type) was installed in each wing
leading edge, just outboard of the guns.

A land based version for the USMC was built by Goodyear with the designation FG-1 and the main
difference was that this version did not feature the folding wing capability. Vought also built a one
twin seat trainer which however did never gain any interest in the Navy.
The Brewster Company also built this version but since it was not Vought’s production line, the
designation was different as was instead F3A-1 which also was known as the Corsair Mk III. The
Brewster Company only produced this version and was forced out of business due to poor
production techniques and shabby quality control. The corsairs produced by the Brewster
Company were all red-lined for speed and prohibited from aerobatics after several lost their wings
– none of the Corsairs produced by the Brewster company reached the front line units.
F4U-1A
This designation does not appear in the list of Corsair Bureau Numbers and was never officially
used however this version was also known as the Corsair Mk II. This was an upgrade to the F4U-1
mid-to-late production version where the canopy design was changed to be a taller and wider
clear-view design with only two frames. The seat was raised 7 in (180 mm) and the tailwheel strut
was lengthened which all gave the pilot a better visibility over the long nose.

Additional upgrades such as a 6 in (150 mm) long stall strip located just outboard of the gun ports
on the right wings leading edge. Improved landing gear (oleo struts) which eliminated the issues
with bouncing on landings. This version had no arrester hooks even though they were supplied for
the USMC and was fitted with a small diameter pneumatic tail wheel instead of the solid rubber
type normally used for carrier operations.
Goodyear also built a land based version without the folding wings capability and this version was
named FG-1A.
F4U-1B
This was an unofficial post-war designation used to identify F4U-1s modified for FAA use.
F4U-1C
This version was built in parallel with the F4U-1D version and was intended for ground attack as
well as fighter missions. The two versions were very similar but the F4U-1C featured four 0.79 in
(20 mm) M2 cannons where the F4U-1D featured six 0.50 in (12.7 mm) machine guns.
F4U-1D
This version is also known as the Corsair Mk IV and was built in a parallel production with the
F4U-1C version. It featured a new 8W water-injection engine which gave the aircraft an extra 250
hp – this increased the aircrafts performance greatly both in turns, climbs, cruise and max IAS etc.
The payload of rockets was double the F4U-1A and the aircraft now also featured a twin rack
plumbing for an additional belly drop tank. All this however had a consequence because these
modifications necessitated the need for rocket tabs and bomb pylon to be bolted to each fighter
causing extra drag.
A new single piece “blown” canopy was adopted as standard equipment for the D-model and all
later production versions. The Goodyear built version of the F4U-1D was designated FG-1D and the
Brewster built version was designated F3A-1D.
F4U-1P
This was a version that was built purely for reconnaissance missions.
XF4U-2
Special night fighter variant equipped with two auxiliary fuel tanks.
F4U-2
Experimental conversion of the F4U-1 into a carrier borne night fighter where the aircraft only
features five 0.50 in (12.7 mm) machine guns instead of six but instead fitted with an Airborne
Intercept Radar (AI – radar).

XF4U-3
Experimental aircraft built to hold different engines in order to test the Corsair’s performance with
a variety of power plants. This version never entered service. Goodyear also contributed with a
number of airframes for this version and these were designated FG-3.
XF4U-3B
Version with minor modifications and planned procurement for the FAA
XF4U-4
Upgraded version that was fitted with a new engine and cowling.
F4U-4
Upgraded version featuring a dual stage supercharged P&W R-2800-18W engine with a standard
of 2,100 hp that could be boosted to perform 2,450 hp by injecting a wáter/alcohol mixture into the
cylinders.
The unarmored wing fuel tanks of 62 gal (234 l) was removed for better maneuverability but at the
expense of the maximum range. The propeller was changed to a four bladed type and maximum
IAS was increased to 448 mh (721 km/t). Also the rate of climb increased from 2,900 ft/min to
4,500+ ft/min and the windscreen was changed to a flat and bullet resistant glass to avoid optical
distortion. A six bladed contraprop propeller was also tested but was never accepted for the
production
F4U-4B
Designation for F4U-4s to be delivered to the British Fleet Air Arm but these aircraft was however
retained by the US for their own use.
F4U-4C
Version equipped with four 0.79 in (20 mm) AN/MK2 cannons.
F4U-4E
Night fighter version featuring radar radomes APS-4 projecting from the starboard wingtip.
F4U-4K
Experimental drone.

F4U-4N
Night fighter version featuring radar radomes APS-6 projecting from the starboard wingtip.

F4U-4P
Like the F4U-1P this was a pure reconnaissance version.

XF4U-5
Upgraded version featuring new engine cowling and other quite extensive changes.

F4U-5
Upgraded engine P&W R-2800-32€ with a two stage supercharger and rated at a maximum of
2,850 hp. Other improvements covers e.g. automatic blower controls, cowl flaps, intercooler doors
and oil cooler for the engine, spring tabs for the elevators and rudder, a modernized cockpit, a 100%
retractable tailwheel, heated cannon bays and pitot heat and the most visible improvement was the
all-metal wings.

F4U-5N
Radar equipped version.

F4U-5NL
Winterized version fitted with rubber de-icing boots on the leading edge of the wings and tail.

F4U-5P
Like the two other P-models this was also a reconnaissance version that was used for long-range
reconnaissance.

F4U-6
Ground attack version for the USMC - Re-designated AU-1.

F4U-7
AU-1 developed for the French Navy.

FG-1E
Goodyear production FG-1 equipped with radar equipment.

FG-1K
Goodyear production FG-1 as a drone.

FG-3
Goodyear production - Turbo supercharger version converted from FG-1D.

FG-4
Goodyear production F4U-4 that however was never delivered.

AU-1
USMC attack version re-designated from the F4U-6

Super Corsair variants
The F2G-1 and F2G-2 were significantly different aircrafts fitted with the P&W R-4360 Wasp
Major 4-row 28-cylender “corncob” radial engine and teardrop (bubble) canopy.
F2G-1 featured manual folding wings and 14 ft (4.3 m) propellers while the F2G-2 featured
hydraulic operated folding wings, 13 ft (4.0 m) propellers and carrier arresting hooks.

